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Abstract: *Stellera chamaejasme* L. (*S. chamaejasme*) is one of the primary toxic grass species (poisonous plants) distributed in the alpine meadows of Qinghai Province, China. In this study, according to the distinctive phenological characteristics of *S. chamaejasme*, the spectral differences between *S. chamaejasme* in the full-bloom stage and other pasture grasses were analyzed and the red, blue, and near-infrared bands of IKONOS image were determined as the diagnostic bands of *S. chamaejasme* recognition. Feature indexes related to *S. chamaejasme* were established using the diagnostic bands, and \( \text{NDVI}_{\text{blue}} = (\rho_{\text{nir}} - \rho_{\text{blue}}) / (\rho_{\text{nir}} + \rho_{\text{blue}}) \) obtained as *S. chamaejasme* sensitive index based on the linear regression analysis between the indexes derived from field spectra and the actual cover fraction of *S. chamaejasme* communities. The distribution area of *S. chamaejasme* was extracted by using the index \( \text{NDVI}_{\text{blue}} \) derived from IKONOS multispectral image in Qilian County of Qinghai Province, China and the verified result reached an overall accuracy of 90.71%. The study indicated that high resolution multispectral satellite images (such as IKONOS images) had significant potential in remote sensing recognition of toxic grass species.
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1. Introduction

As an important component of the terrestrial ecosystem, grassland has multiple ecological functions, including regulating global climate change, maintaining regional ecological balance, and protecting biological diversity [1,2]. Meanwhile, grassland is also the material basis of animal husbandry [3]. Qinghai Province is one of the five major Chinese pastoral districts with large grassland area and rich plant species [4,5]. The total area of natural grassland in Qinghai Province is 36.467 million hm², and the usable grassland area accounts for 87% of natural grassland area in Qinghai Province and 15% of total usable grassland area in China [5,6]. In recent years, about 90% of the natural grassland in Qinghai Province has degenerated to different degrees [7], due to both overgrazing and human activities [8]. Degeneration of grassland caused an increase of toxic grasses in terms of species and quantity, a decrease of pasture productivity, and a decline in stocking capacity [9,10]. The rapid
spreading of toxic grasses seriously limited the development of grassland husbandry and caused an imbalance of the grassland ecosystem in the local area [11].

*S. chamaejasme* belongs to the Stellera genus in the Thymelaeaceae family and is a perennial herb with the height of 20–50 cm. It is characterized by lanceolate leaves, white, yellow, or red-tinged flowers, a terminal flower head, and capsule fruits. The whole plant of *S. chamaejasme* is toxic to domestic animals and can cause diarrhea, vomiting, and even death [12]. *S. chamaejasme* is distributed in alpine and sub-alpine meadows with an altitude of 2300–4200 m and annual average temperature of 0 °C, represented by the developed root system, strong environmental adaptability, and extraordinary competitive advantage in the grassland plant community [13–15]. *S. chamaejasme* is one of the major toxic grasses in alpine meadows of the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau and now serves as an indicator of grassland degeneration [15,16]. Therefore, it is necessary to perform distribution monitoring and damage evaluation of *S. chamaejasme* in the region.

Nowadays, toxic grasses monitoring in grassland is mainly based on field investigation [13,14,17]. Field investigation is simple and effective, but is not suitable to extract dynamic distribution of toxic grasses in a large area [18]. Remote sensing technology provides new approaches for the work [19]. Aerial photographs were firstly used to identify toxic grasses [20,21]. With the development of aircraft sensors, airborne hyperspectral images had been widely applied in distribution extraction of toxic grasses [22–24]; the images contained rich spectra and texture information and had been successfully used in species classification. However, airborne hyperspectral images had some obvious limitations, such as the limited coverage and acquisition difficulty, and could hardly meet the requirements of regional and dynamic monitoring [25–31]. The medium resolution multispectral images (such as Landsat TM/ETM/OLI) had the wide coverage and could be repeatedly observed, but the 30 m spatial resolution only applied to identify woody plants with a large distribution area [32]; recognition accuracy could not guaranteed for toxic grass species. The development of satellite hyperspectral remote sensing technology may provide the most important data source for identifying toxic grass species [33], but the coarse resolution of available data is not suitable for toxic grasses in grassland. When the distinctive phenological characteristics (such as blooming stage) appear, toxic grasses often exhibit obviously dissimilar visual features with the surrounding pasture grasses. Therefore, according to spatial and spectral differences between toxic grasses and other grasses, it is feasible to extract distribution of toxic grasses using high resolution multispectral satellite images [34], which are characterized by rich spectral information, clear spatial texture, and repeatable observation capability. IKONOS image is representative among high resolution multispectral satellite images, having a spatial resolution of 4 m for multispectral bands and 1 m for pan band. The image had wide applications in urban development [35,36], urban green space [37,38], archeology [39], and forestry [40–42], but seldom used in toxic grasses monitoring except the detection of Leafy Spurge in western North Dakota, which was an invasive grassland weed [43]. IKONOS data, applied to construct a multiband index to distinguish the grassland plant species, had not previously been mentioned in literatures, thus the study provided a new method for grassland toxic grasses recognition.

The paper aims to determine the diagnostic remote sensing spectral bands for *S. chamaejasme* extraction according to the specific spectra of *S. chamaejasme* in the full-bloom stage and establish a novel sensitive index related to the characteristics of *S. chamaejasme*; then the distribution area of *S. chamaejasme* is extracted based on IKONOS multispectral image in Qilian County of Qinghai Province. The study might provide a scientific basis for remote sensing monitoring and damage evaluation of toxic grasses in grassland.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area is located in Qilian County of Haibei Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture in Qinghai Province, China (37°25′16″–39°05′18″N, 98°05′35″–101°02′06″E) with an average elevation of 3000 m
(Figure 1). The study area is flat and broad; the terrain gradually rises from east to west, crossed by the Babao River in the middle. It has a typical plateau continental climate characterized by long sunlight time, high daily temperature difference, and annual precipitation of 406.7 mm. The grassland type typically belongs to degenerated alpine meadow with total community coverage of 85–90%, and the grass community is richly composed of *S. chamaejasme*, *Kobresia Willd*, *Oxytropis falcata* Bge, *Potentilla freyniana* Bornm, *Leymus secalinus* (Georgi) Tzvel., *Poa pratensis*, etc. The region was originally natural grassland dominated by tussock grass; the area of *S. chamaejasme* has been significantly increased due to long-term overgrazing, thus forming a degenerated meadow with patchy and clumped distribution of *S. chamaejasme* communities with the maximum coverage about 70%. According to “Control Plan for the Toxic Grasses of Qilian County in 2011” [44], *S. chamaejasme* has been widespread in many towns, such as Ebao, Mole, Arou, and Yeniugou, and the damaged area is $9.03 \times 10^4$ hm$^2$, which accounts for 8.98% of the total grassland area in Qilian County.

Field spectral data were acquired by AvaField–1 spectroradiometer (Avantes, Apeldoorn, The Netherlands). The parameters of the spectroradiometer include spectral range of 200–1100 nm, spectrum sampling interval of 0.6 nm, wavelength precision of ±0.1 nm, and fore optic of 25° [45].

In order to analyze the spectral difference between *S. chamaejasme* and surrounding pasture grasses, the field measured spectra were collected in the full-bloom stage of the toxic grass, mainly including: spectra of the white flowers and leaves of *S. chamaejasme*, spectra of leaves of the major pasture grasses (*Kobresia Willd*, *Oxytropis falcata* Bge, *Leymus secalinus* (Georgi) Tzvel., *Potentilla freyniana* Bornm, and *Poa pratensis*), and spectra of *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage and the pasture grass communities. White flowers, leaves of *S. chamaejasme*, and leaves of major pasture grasses were bundled *in situ* measurement; the spectroradiometer probe was vertical and 5 cm away from the bundle. In order to avoid ambient interference, only chaplets and leaves should be maintained in the field of view. Ten spectra were acquired for each measurement and each sample was arranged in triplicate; the averaged measurement was used as the reflectance spectrum of the sample. The quadrats (1 m × 1 m) of *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage and the pasture communities were arranged in the spectra tested site; the pasture communities were evenly distributed with average coverage of 85%. The probe was positioned 2.2 m above the measured quadrat, which resulted in a 1-m diameter field of view for the measurement. The mixed reflectance spectra of *S. chamaejasme*-grass-soil and grass-soil were acquired [45,46].

![Figure 1](http://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** Study area located in Qilian County of Qinghai Province, China.

2.2. Field Spectra Measurements

Field spectral data were acquired by AvaField–1 spectroradiometer (Avantes, Apeldoorn, The Netherlands). The parameters of the spectroradiometer include spectral range of 200–1100 nm, spectrum sampling interval of 0.6 nm, wavelength precision of ±0.1 nm, and fore optic of 25° [45].

In order to analyze the spectral difference between *S. chamaejasme* and surrounding pasture grasses, the field measured spectra were collected in the full-bloom stage of the toxic grass, mainly including: spectra of the white flowers and leaves of *S. chamaejasme*, spectra of leaves of the major pasture grasses (*Kobresia Willd*, *Oxytropis falcata* Bge, *Leymus secalinus* (Georgi) Tzvel., *Potentilla freyniana* Bornm, and *Poa pratensis*), and spectra of *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage and the pasture grass communities. White flowers, leaves of *S. chamaejasme*, and leaves of major pasture grasses were bundled *in situ* measurement; the spectroradiometer probe was vertical and 5 cm away from the bundle. In order to avoid ambient interference, only chaplets and leaves should be maintained in the field of view. Ten spectra were acquired for each measurement and each sample was arranged in triplicate; the averaged measurement was used as the reflectance spectrum of the sample. The quadrats (1 m × 1 m) of *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage and the pasture communities were arranged in the spectra tested site; the pasture communities were evenly distributed with average coverage of 85%. The probe was positioned 2.2 m above the measured quadrat, which resulted in a 1-m diameter field of view for the measurement. The mixed reflectance spectra of *S. chamaejasme*-grass-soil and grass-soil were acquired [45,46].
2.3. Remote Sensing Data

The full-bloom stage of *S. chamaejasme* in the study area is from about 5 to 20 July. In order to explore the applicability of high resolution multispectral satellite images for *S. chamaejasme* recognition, IKONOS multispectral image acquired on 7 July 2011 were chosen as original data. IKONOS image were acquired by the satellite of Space Imaging Company, which was launched on 24 September 1999, with 681 km sun-synchronous polar-circular orbit, 11 days of revisit period, and swath width of 11 km. The image includes four multispectral bands and one panchromatic band and the gray level is 2048 (11 bits). Table 1 shows band information for the IKONOS image [43,47].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bands</th>
<th>Spectral Interval (nm)</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution (m)</th>
<th>Grayscale of Data (bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue band</td>
<td>450–525</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green band</td>
<td>510–600</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red band</td>
<td>630–700</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-infrared band</td>
<td>760–850</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panchromatic band</td>
<td>450–900</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Methodology

2.4.1. Overview of Methodology

The basic methodology in the study is introduced as follows (Figure 2): Firstly, the spectral differences between *S. chamaejasme* in the full-bloom stage and other pasture grasses were analyzed by measured spectra data and the diagnostic bands of *S. chamaejasme* recognition were determined. Secondly, according to the ratio and normalization principle, several indexes related to characteristics of *S. chamaejasme* were constructed with corresponding IKONOS bands. Thirdly, the actual cover fraction of *S. chamaejasme* quadrats were interpreted using the coverage photos of quadrats, and the indexes were derived from the measured quadrats spectra. The linear regression analysis between the indexes and cover fractions was performed to obtained *S. chamaejasme* sensitive index. Then, a *S. chamaejasme* sensitive index map of the study area was derived based on IKONOS multispectral image; corresponding pixels of *S. chamaejasme* sample plots with different coverage were identified on the map using GPS coordinates. The threshold range for *S. chamaejasme* distribution was determined by the sensitive index value of these pixels, and the distribution area of *S. chamaejasme* was extracted using the thresholding approach. Finally, the result was verified with the field measurements.

![Figure 2. Flow chart of the methodology.](image-url)
2.4.2. Coverage Interpretation of *S. Chamaejasme* Quadrats

We randomly selected 38 quadrats of the *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage in the spectra tested site and simultaneously vertically photographed each quadrat. After cutting and geometric correction, the actual cover fraction of *S. chamaejasme* community quadrat was interpreted according to the grid method [19,48,49]. The estimated coverage is the inscribed circle area of the quadrat due to the fact that the field of view for spectral measurement is a circle with a diameter of 1 m (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Coverage Interpretation of *S. chamaejasme* quadrat (a) original quadrat photo, (b) photo after cutting and correction, (c) coverage interpretation.](image)

2.4.3. Spectra Data Preprocessing

The spectral band within 350–900 nm were selected as the effective data according to the spectroradiometer measurement range, then the noises existed in the original spectra was removed with a window-moving polynomial-fitting smoothing approach (Savitzky–Golay) [50]. Using this approach, polynomial fitting was performed with the data points included in each window based on the least squares principle and then the curve was smoothed by continually moving the window. Figure 4a,b display the original and smoothed spectra, respectively. The results indicated that the approach could retain the detailed reflection and absorption features in the spectral curve while suppressing the noise.

![Figure 4. Spectral curve smoothing based on the Savitzky–Golay approach. (a) Original spectral curve; (b) smoothed spectral curve.](image)
2.4.4. Remote Sensing Data Preprocessing

The four IKONOS multispectral bands were firstly atmospherically corrected based on the FLAASH model [51,52], then topographically corrected by a normalization method [53]. That is, the terrain shadow was calculated using parameters, such as sun elevation and sun azimuth, combined with the DEM data; the correction factor was determined based on the shadow and each band was corrected on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Finally, integrated with GPS points and DLG and DEM datasets, the geometric correction was performed using the second-order polynomial model and applied previously rectified image as reference data [54,55]. The error was controlled to within an half of pixel to ensure that the GPS points precisely coincided with corresponding ground sites.

2.4.5. Feature Indexes Construction Based on IKONOS Image

Vegetation indexes were constructed with various combinations based on remote sensing bands to highlight vegetation characteristics or details, and provided a basis for the identification of different vegetation types [56]. In this paper, followed by the principles of the ratio vegetation index (RVI) [57] and the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [57], the feature indexes related to S. chamaejasme were constructed with the IKONOS multispectral bands, which corresponded to the diagnostic spectral bands for S. chamaejasme extraction.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Spectral Differences between S. Chamaejasme and Surrounding Pasture Grasses

The terminal flowers of S. chamaejasme were purple in the bud stage and white in the blooming stage. The distribution of S. chamaejasme communities in the full-bloom stage shows the large-area, high-coverage, and patchy aggregation pattern. The distant view (Figure 5) presents an obvious pink-white halo, which is significantly different from the surrounding green pasture. The pasture grasses in the same blooming stage with S. chamaejasme mainly include Potentilla freyniana Bornm and Oxytropis falcata Bge, which have yellow and purple flowers, respectively; these flowers are small and sparsely distributed, with a less than 2% proportion in the distribution area of S. chamaejasme, so the two species hardly contributed to the white color in the region. Therefore, the remarkable spectral characteristics of terminal flowers provide the basis for S. chamaejasme recognition.

![Figure 5](image-url)

Figure 5. Distribution of the S. chamaejasme community in the study area, in Baishiya Village, Ebao Town, Qilian County, China (38°02'33.77"N, 100°32'01.82"E). The average coverage of the S. chamaejasme community in an alpine meadow is about 60%.
Figure 6a presents the reflectance spectra curves of the white flowers, leaves of *S. chamaejasme*, and leaves of pasture grasses. In the wavelength range of 350–900 nm, the reflectance of white flowers of *S. chamaejasme* is obviously higher than that of the leaves of *S. chamaejasme* and pasture grasses, and present a fluctuating upward trend, while the reflectance spectra of the leaves of *S. chamaejasme* and pasture grasses show the typical spectral features of green plants, including a reflectance peak of 10% at 550 nm, an obvious absorption valley at 675 nm, and a steep increase with a highest reflectance of more than 60% in the near-infrared region of 700–750 nm. Due to the difference in the chlorophyll content and cell structure, the spectra of leaves of different species show a weak difference in the range of 350–700 nm and a significant difference in the range of 700–900 nm. The reflectance of leaves of *S. chamaejasme* is higher than that of the leaves of other pasture grasses.

![Figure 6a](image1)

**Figure 6a.** Reflectance spectra curves of the white flowers, leaves of *S. chamaejasme*, and leaves of pasture grasses.

To further study the spectral differences between *S. chamaejasme* and pasture grasses, we adopted the related feature parameters of reflectance spectra and the first-order differential spectra (Table 2) in the subsequent analysis [58,59]. As shown in Figure 6a, the most significant reflectance differences between the white flowers of *S. chamaejasme* and the green background (including leaves of *S. chamaejasme* and pasture grasses) were observed at the red valley, followed by the blue valley. The first-order differential spectra highlighted the spectral change features of various targets. As shown in Figure 6b, in the range from 350 to 650 nm, the first-order differential spectra of white flowers of *S. chamaejasme* show the opposite spectral features to that of the green background. The significant difference between them was yellow edge amplitude, followed by blue edge amplitude. Although the most significant difference in the first-order differential spectra between the two was observed in the range from 350 nm to 450 nm, there is no further discussion because corresponding remote sensing bands were not available. Taking into account IKONOS multispectral bands, the red and blue bands showed the remarkable spectral difference between white flowers of *S. chamaejasme* and the green background.

![Figure 6b](image2)

**Figure 6b.** First-order differential spectra curves of the white flowers, leaves of *S. chamaejasme*, and leaves of pasture grasses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectral Feature Parameters</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue edge amplitude</td>
<td>The maximum first-order differential reflectance of blue edge band between 490 and 530 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow edge amplitude</td>
<td>The maximum first-order differential reflectance of yellow edge band between 560 and 640 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red edge amplitude</td>
<td>The maximum first-order differential reflectance of red edge band between 680 and 760 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue valley</td>
<td>The minimum reflectance of blue band between 450 and 515 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green peak</td>
<td>The maximum reflectance of green band between 510 and 560 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red valley</td>
<td>The minimum reflectance of red band between 640 and 680 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-infrared peak</td>
<td>The maximum reflectance of near-infrared band between 780 and 900 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each pixel value of remote sensing images represents the mixed spectral information of all the ground objects in the corresponding area. For *S. chamaejasme* communities, the pixel value represents the mixed spectral information of *S. chamaejasme*, pasture, and soil. The field measured spectra shown in Figure 7a indicated that the spectral curves of *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage were similar in the range of 350–900 nm. With the coverage increasing of *S. chamaejasme* community, the reflectance gradually rises and the spectral features of white flowers become obvious. However, a weak green peak is still observed at 550 nm. In the wavelength range of 350–700 nm, the reflectance of *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage is higher than that of the pasture community. However, in the wavelength range of 700–900 nm, the reflectance of *S. chamaejasme* community with the lower coverage 7% is below that of the pasture community; the spectral curves of *S. chamaejasme* communities with coverage of 7% and 14% are similar and close to the pasture community. The spectral difference between *S. chamaejasme* communities with the coverage higher than 21% and the pasture community gradually increases. The most obvious difference between *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage and pasture community appears in near-infrared peak, which corresponds to the near infrared band of IKONOS image. The first-order derivative spectra curves (Figure 7b) indicate that the remarkable difference between the two is red edge amplitudes, but no regular changes.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** Reflection spectra (a) and the first-order differential spectra (b) of the *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage and pasture community.

The correlation analysis results between the spectral reflectance and the coverage of *S. chamaejasme* community quadrats (Figure 8) indicated that the maximum correlation coefficient $R$ was 0.44 at 480 nm within the blue band. Another peak at 668 nm was located within the red band with $R$ of 0.377. The correlation coefficient was relatively low and didn’t reach the significant level of 0.05 within the near-infrared band. In general, the coefficients within the band of 422–506 nm reached the significant level of 0.01 and the coefficients within the band of 611–692 nm reached the significant level of 0.05. The two ranges respectively corresponded to the blue band and red band of IKONOS images, which show good correlation between the spectral reflectance and the coverage of *S. chamaejasme* communities.

In conclusion, among IKONOS multispectral bands, the red band and blue band show the spectral difference between the white flowers of *S. chamaejasme* and the green background. Moreover, the reflectance of the two bands was significantly correlated with the coverage of *S. chamaejasme* communities. The near-infrared band represented the spectral difference among the *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage, and the difference between *S. chamaejasme* communities and pasture communities. The three bands can be used as the diagnostic bands for *S. chamaejasme* classification.
Figure 8. Correlation analysis between the spectral reflectance and coverage of *S. chamaejasme* community quadrats.

### 3.2. Sensitive Index Analysis

The above spectral analysis of *S. chamaejasme* and pasture grasses indicated that the full-bloom stage was the optimal time for *S. chamaejasme* recognition. With the blue, red, and near-infrared bands of IKONOS images, various indexes highlighting the features of *S. chamaejasme* were established as follows:

\[ NDVI_{blue} = \frac{\rho_{nir} - \rho_{blue}}{\rho_{nir} + \rho_{blue}} \]  
\[ NDVI_{blue/red} = \frac{\rho_{nir} - \rho_{blue}}{\rho_{nir} + \rho_{red}} \]  
\[ NDVI_{red/blue} = \frac{\rho_{nir} - \rho_{red}}{\rho_{nir} + \rho_{blue}} \]  
\[ NDVI_{red-blue} = \frac{\rho_{red} - \rho_{blue}}{\rho_{red} + \rho_{blue}} \]  
\[ NDVI = \frac{\rho_{nir} - \rho_{red}}{\rho_{nir} + \rho_{red}} \]  
\[ RVI_{blue} = \frac{\rho_{blue}}{\rho_{nir}} \]  
\[ RVI_{blue/red} = \frac{\rho_{blue}}{\rho_{red}} \]  
\[ RVI_{red/blue} = \frac{\rho_{red}}{\rho_{blue}} \]  
\[ RVI = \frac{\rho_{red}}{\rho_{nir}} \]

where \( \rho_{nir}, \rho_{red}, \) and \( \rho_{blue} \) are denoted as the reflectance within the near-infrared, red, and blue bands of IKONOS image, respectively.

The remote sensing image pixels indicated the spectra information of *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage. Therefore, we performed the linear regression analysis between coverage of *S. chamaejasme* community and individual index to determine *S. chamaejasme* sensitive index. Seven indexes, NDVI, and RVI were derived from field quadrat spectra, the analysis (Figure 9) showed good results for \( NDVI_{blue} \), \( NDVI_{blue/red} \), \( NDVI_{red/blue} \), and \( RVI_{blue} \) with the coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) value above 0.7. Among all the indexes, \( NDVI_{blue} \) presented the highest coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) value of 0.7529 and could be taken as the sensitive index for distribution extraction of *S. chamaejasme*. 


![Figure 8. Correlation analysis between the spectral reflectance and coverage of S. chamaejasme community quadrats.](image-url)
coefficient of determination $R^2$ value of 0.7529 and could be taken as the sensitive index for distribution extraction of S. chamaejasme.

Figure 9. Cont.
Figure 9. Linear regression analysis between coverage of *S. chamaejasme* community and feature indexes \((n = 38)\). (a–i) Corresponds to the indexes in Equations (1)–(9).

### 3.3. Distribution Extraction of *S. chamaejasme*

The sensitive index map based \(NDVI_{\text{blue}}\) was calculated by IKONOS multispectral image using Equation (1). Thirty sampling plots were selected according to coverage characteristics of *S. chamaejasme* communities in the study area. The pixels on the sensitive index map corresponding to the plots of *S. chamaejasme* communities with different coverage were identified by GPS coordinates. Then, according to the \(NDVI_{\text{blue}}\) values of these pixels, we determined the threshold range for *S. chamaejasme* distribution was 0.40–0.43. The distribution area of *S. chamaejasme* was initially extracted by the thresholding approach. Since the image spectra of bare soil, rocks, and snow cover were similar to that of *S. chamaejasme*, some pixels were prone to be misclassified. Combined with the aspect dataset, the mixed pixels were further eliminated in terms of environmental properties of *S. chamaejasme*, and the distribution area of *S. chamaejasme* was finally derived as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Distribution map of *S. chamaejasme* in the study area.
3.4. Validation

3.4.1. Statistical Data Validation

According to the statistical data in “Control Plan for the Toxic Grasses of Qilian County in 2011” [44], the area damaged by *S. chamaejasme* in Qilian County is $9.03 \times 10^4$ hm$^2$ in 2011 and accounts for 8.98% of the total grassland area in the county. The distribution area of *S. chamaejasme* extracted based on the IKONOS image is 2614.93 ha, which accounted for 9.42% of the total grassland area (27,755.2 ha) in the study region. Therefore, the remote sensing based distribution extraction of *S. chamaejasme* was basically consistent with the actual situation.

3.4.2. Field Data Validation

Field tested points were randomly selected in the study area to verify the extracted result, including 91 points in *S. chamaejasme* distribution area and 49 points in farmland and grassland (Figure 10). The Kappa coefficient, user accuracy, and overall accuracy [60] are 0.80, 89.01%, and 90.71%, respectively (Tables 3 and 4). The classification error matrix indicated that the 10 points misclassified as *S. chamaejasme* were distributed on the sides of roads and rivers, as well as on shaded hills. The mistaken classification therefore might be caused by human activities, river interference, or shadows. The validation indicated that the proposed method could obtain good accuracy in *S. chamaejasme* distribution extraction on a large scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Classification error matrix.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. chamaejasme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmland/grassland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Classification accuracy evaluation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. chamaejasme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmland/grassland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall accuracy = 90.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

The particular spatial pattern of *S. chamaejasme* communities and the significant difference between white flowers of *S. chamaejasme* and the green background provide the basis for remote sensing distribution monitoring of *S. chamaejasme*.

The spectral difference analysis between *S. chamaejasme* and pasture grasses demonstrated that the red, blue, and near-infrared bands of IKONOS image could be used as the diagnostic bands for *S. chamaejasme* recognition. The linear regression analysis between the coverage of *S. chamaejasme* communities and feature indexes showed best result for $NDVI_{blue}$ with the $R^2$ value above 0.7529. Distribution area of the *S. chamaejasme* was extracted in the study area with the sensitive index of $NDVI_{blue}$ based on IKONOS multispectral image. The validation indicated that the user accuracy and overall accuracy were 89.01% and 90.71%, respectively. Although existing aerial and satellite hyperspectral images hardly met the dynamic monitoring of toxic grasses, high resolution multispectral satellite images (IKONOS image) showed the significant application advantages in toxic grasses recognition. The study is of great significance to grassland management and livestock production.

With the coverage decreasing of the *S. chamaejasme* community, the proportion of white flowers of *S. chamaejasme* decreases and the proportion of green background increases. Therefore, the spectral
characteristics of S. chamaejasme community with low coverage become close to the pasture community, thus leading to a decline in the recognition accuracy of S. chamaejasme. With the coverage increasing of the S. chamaejasme community, the spectral differences between the S. chamaejasme community and the pasture community become significant and the two can be differentiated by using the NDVI\textsubscript{blue} index. Integrated with field investigation results, we considered that it was difficult to distinguish S. chamaejasme communities with coverage lower than 20% from the pasture community. Determination and validation of community coverage threshold are underway for identifying S. chamaejasme based on remote sensing data.
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